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STARTER

€19.90 
PER USER/MONTH

Up to 10 users

Unlimited storage

Automated archive management

Manual file upload

ADVANCED

€39.90 
PER USER/MONTH

Up to 50 users

All ‘Starter’-benefits

Up to 3 connectors 
for storage automation

ENTERPRISE

CONTACT US

Customized solution 
for your organization

Simple

Secure Efficient

Each and every file archived with Archivum becomes a fingerprint in the decentralized 
and immutable Bitcoin system. The “Zero Trust Policy” and “Proof of Existence”-mechanism 
ensure safety from any manipulation.

All operations on the platform are tracked and documented to always preserve the 
highest security level possible. External auditors can easily determine if (or how) a document 
has been tampered with. As a result, Archivum meets the legal requirements to be labeled 
"audit-proof" (also known as “revisionssicher” in Germany). 

Secure

Efficient
Save up to 70% of your storage costs by an automated archiving management.

Your unproductive data can be stored in cheaper storage options and files that are not needed 
anymore may be deleted automatically.

Minimize expenditures by ignoring the amount of user accounts. For Archivum, there is no 
difference between 100 or 1000 employees gaining access.

€

Archivum is a cloud-based archiving solution 
designed to enable organizations to handle 
their retained data reliably, conveniently as 
well as in a economically beneficial way.

Increase productivity 
while minimizing costs

No more need for assistance from your IT department to inspect archived files!

Every employee is able to access all files they need when they need them.  
Easily grant and restrict access via roles and identities which map to security access levels.

Give access to your customers or auditors: Through the self-explaining 
User Interface they won’t need your guidance while looking up files on their own.

Simple


